ALPHA MINERAL HEALTH SUPPORT REVIEWS
Mineral Support
June 20, 2017 by Eddie A (FL, United States)

“The mineral support is a very good product. You cannot get all the minerals
you need from food and this is an excellent way to get them.”
Best Liquid Minerals
May 28, 2017 by House Doctor P (OH, United States)

“Best Liquid Minerals on the market!!! -House Doctor Pomales-”
Feeds my body what it wants
March 6, 2017 by Robert G

“This works like Minerals need to work. Feeds my body what it wants .”
Always the best!
November 22, 2016 by dluxdlitz

“I've been taking these minerals for many, many years. The improvement and consistency in health levels
cannot be understated. Over the years, I've recommended these minerals to most of my friends, and they
have had similar results. At this price, you can't find purer, plant derived minerals anywhere!”
Highly Prized
October 14, 2016 by Douglas J

“Your Mineral Support is one of my most valued nutritional supplements. The quality and integrity of your
product is, as far as I know, unsurpassed.”
Miracle Support
September 1, 2016 by Anonymous

“Never had such strong nails! and now, my hair is thicker and growing quicker. Wonderful support
product. I've been using it for about 4 months now, maybe 6. My good girl friend had been telling me
about it for years. Hoping my bones are getting stronger, too.”
brain trauma heart beat irregular
August 1, 2016 by brian j

“When i first started taking The alpha mineral i did not notice anything. Then I started hearing that brain
trauma is healed with Mineral Therapy. I was not taking As much Mineral As the Product recommendation
Suggested. So As soon as I raised the dose I began to notice that I required less sleep. In the past I
noticed that when I did not get enough sleep I would hear a buzzing in my ears And I would see spots
and specs Floating in front of my eyes. These symptoms began to go away the same day that I raised the
dose of mineral that I was taking. I had also been experiencing Elevated heart rate. A few times my heart
rate Went up to about 145 beats per minute. When that happened my energy level dropped. It seemed to
correspond to time in the sun and dehydration. The Last two times I was in the circumstances that
normally cause me to have tachycardia I noticed that it didn't happen.”
Tachecardia
July 13, 2016 by Cindy L

“I have suffered from rapid heart beat 190 beats per minute (tachecardia) since I was young (Im in my
50s now) The past 5 years it has been getting progressively worse and was happening 3 to 5 times a
week and lasted for as long as 10 hours. I was taking magnesium which I read was good for this and it
seemed to help a little. I started taking the liquid minerals a few months ago morning and evening. For
the first few weeks I saw no change. After a few more weeks there was a marked improvement. It was
happening less and was for a shorter duration. For the last few weeks I have only had one episode and it
only lasted around an hour. It is the only that has changed in my life so I can only say it is because of the
mineral that I am almost cured. Thank God because for anyone that goes thru this, 190 beats per minute
for 10 hours is quite uncomfortable to say the least and was completely disrupting my life.”

stronger nails, better skin
June 24, 2016 by Anonymous

“After using less than a bottle of the Liquid Minerals I noticed my nails are distinctly stronger, thicker, and
do not break as easily. Recently I've noticed my skin looks healthier too - firmer texture, and the
appearance of less wrinkles!”
Thank you
May 2, 2016 by richard s

“your vitamins & minerals are excellent- especially compared to centrum and one a day. Those don't work
and are a waste of money and time. I worked with 2 different guys who told me that they both shovel the
one a day & centrum & other pill types to unclog their "waste" filters. Sometimes the names are still
readable after passing thru people. I used to break apart the centrum & one a day pills to at least get
SOME benefit. Since I found yours I will NEVER go back to unabsorbable pills.”
minerals good/bad
March 26, 2016 by richardspear

“The mineral support is good. Last week i noticed that my snow white hair and beard has been changing
to black hair again. My lower jawbone used to be concave UNDER MY TEETH as my body was using
that calcium for the rest of my body& now the jawbone has filled in from my TMJ to nearly my front teeth.
Years of the U.S. medical doctors NEVER helped my body one bit. Once i researched the minerals
subject i realized their (care) was slowly killing me. Each one of us is solely responsible for ourselves and
relying on uneducated doctors who only treat with injections & pills is foolish.”

Great Product
January 12, 2016 by Fred D

“I don't do reviews often but for this product I will. I read J. Wallach and Ma Lan's book Rare Earths
forbidden cures. I realized how important the rare earths are and that they were farmed out of the soil
long ago so that supplementing with a product like Alpha Mineral Support is important. I read incredible
stories of people living in mountainous regions (where they get the rare earths) living to very advanced
ages. My work can be very physically taxing ( I work on a golf course) and many times I am exhausted.
But with Alpha Mineral Support the exhaustion is reduced and I am better able to 'bounce back' and
perform again the next day or week.I really don't know why but I think for someone at my age (I'm 64) I
think you should begin slowly and use as much as you can handle and not necessarily every day. This is
a product that can create a revolution in a persons health. This product has the potential to make
someone much healthier than people of a similar age. I have also been”

